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Each client, each project, each need is different.
Our solutions are too.

We design customised cabins according to our client´s needs. We
count on multiple options of finishes to be chosen.
All our cabins follow the most rigorous rules in term of fire retardant
materials and glass resistance:
- Urban Set Collection: for the most Cosmopolitan users.
- Panoramic Collection: for those who enjoy the views.
- Deluxe Collection: for the most demanding ones.
- Nature Collection: for nature lovers.
- Steel Collection: for the most futuristic ones.
- Hospital Collection: to be able to look after ours.

COLLECTION

Urban

Urban Collection
for the most Cosmopolitan ones

Release your imagination and design a cabin in one or
some colours freely combined with the available finishes
for the walls. Choose the button panel position and the
presence or lack of profiles and corners.
Discover an endless world of possibilities.

COLLECTION

Urban

Colon
Lateral and front panels: several finishes in skinplate.
Profiles: corners and baseboards skinplate F12PPS.
Handrails: one in chrome steel ø35 mm.
Mirror: ½ Parsol mirror in the background wall.
Floors: several non-slip floors choice.
Ceiling: 4 point of LED light low use with automatic shutof.
Detector: light curtain 2D.
Operational panel: lateral on skinplate F12PPS, black or
white.

66

FLOOR

WALLS

CEILING

HANDRAIL

Snow

F12PPS

Model 1

Silver

Cuzco
Lateral and front panel: several finishes in skinplate.
Profiles: skinplate baseboard F12PPS.
Handrail: one in chrome steel ø35 mm.
Mirror: 1/2 Parsol mirror in the background wall.
Floors: several non-slip floors choice.
Ceiling: 4 point of LED light low use with automatic shutof.
Detector: light curtain 2D.
Operational panel: centered on skinplate F12PPS, black
or white.

FLOOR

WALLS

CEILING

HANDRAIL

Mercury

PPS27

Model 1

Silver

COLLECTION

Urban

Leon
Lateral and front panel: several finishes in skinplate.
Profiles: corners and baseboard in skinplate F12PPS.
Handrail: one in chrome steel ø35 mm.
Mirror: 1/2 Parsol mirror in the background wall.
Floors: several non-slip floors choice.
Ceiling: 4 point of LED light low use with automatic shutof.
Detector: light curtain 2D.
Operational panel: centered on skinplate F12PPS, black
or white.

FLOOR

WALLS

CEILING

HANDRAIL

Acczent

DL86

Model 1

Silver

Lima
Lateral and front panel: several finishes in skinplate.
Profiles: corners and baseboards skinplate F12PPS.
Handrail: one in chrome steel ø35 mm.
Mirror: 1/2 Parsol mirror in the background wall.
Floors: several non-slip floors choice.
Ceiling: 4 point of LED light low use with automatic shutof.
Detector: light curtain 2D.
Operational panel: centered on skinplate F12PPS, black
or white.

FLOOR

WALLS

CEILING

HANDRAIL

Acczent

A2SA

Model 1

Silver
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COLLECTION

Panoramic

Panoramic Collection
for those who enjoy the views

Do not allow the cabin walls to deprive watching what is
happening around you.
Enjoy the views with one of our cabins in our panoramic
collection. Transparent glass, translucent glass or grey
fumé.
Turn your travel into a unique experience full of light. Get
the feeling of amplitude and brightness joint in your lift.

COLLECTION

Panoramic

Semipanoramic
Glass
Lateral and front panels: Stadip 6+6 glass (glass +
glass).
Handrails: curved chrome steel in all glass panels.
Floors: several non-slip floors or artificial stone choice.
Ceiling: points of LED light low use with automatic shutoff
in stainless steel.
Detector: light curtain 2D.
Operational panel: lateral stainless steel.
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GLASS

FLOOR

CEILING

HANDRAIL

Transparent

Mortar

Model 1

Silver

Pneumatic Elevator
Curved glass cabin.
Floors: non-slip floor.
Ceiling: various point of LED.
Ventilation: automatic.
Telephone in cabin operational panel.
Option: cabin foldable chair.
Door Height: 1970 mm.
Capacity: 1 to 3 people max.
(International market exclusivity)

GLASS

FLOOR

CEILING

Transparent

Mercury

Model 1

COLLECTION

Panoramic

Madrid
Standard glass cabin.
Lateral and front panels: stadip 6+6 glass.
Glasses: different finishes available. To consult.
Profiles: corners and baseboards skinplate F12PPS.
Handrails: chrome steel in all glass panels ø35 mm.
Floors: several non-slip floors choice.
Ceiling: 4 points of LED light low use with automatic
shutoff in skinplate F12PPS.
Detector: light curtain 2D.
Operational panel: lateral or centered skinplate F12PPS,
black or white.

GLASS

FLOOR

CEILING

HANDRAIL

Transparent

Onyx

Model 1

Silver

Panoramic
Lateral and front panels: stadip 6+6 curved glass.
Handrails: one in stainless steel curved.
Floors: several non-slip floors or artificial stone choice.
Ceiling: points of LED light low use with automatic shutoff
in stainless steel.
Detector: light curtain 2D.
Operational panel: lateral or centered in stainless steel.

Car Rounded
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Rounded

Rectangular Rounded

Light Bulb

Arch
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COLLECTION

Deluxe

Deluxe Collection
for the most demanding ones

If you have decorated your home or business with your
preferences; why do not with the cabin lift?
For the different likes, different colours, we give you the
option to choose among multiple finishes, both in the
walls and for the floors and ceiling. Design each of the
cabin parts and feel as at home every time you lift up and
down.

COLLECTION

Deluxe

Cordoba
Lateral and front panels: several finishes in skinplate
wood.
Profiles and baseboards in stainless steel gold.
Handrails: one in stainless steel gold satin ø35 mm.
Mirror: optional (1/2 mirror or complete).
Floor: several non-slip floors or artificial stone choice.
Ceiling: points of LED light low use with automatic shutoff
in stainless steel gold.
Detector: light curtain 2D.
Operational panel: lateral stainless steel gold.

14
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CEILING

HANDRAIL

Customised

Various
Orange

Model 6

Gold St. Stee

Valencia
Lateral and front panels: several finishes in skinplate
wood.
Profiles and baseboards in stainless steel.
Handrails: one in stainless steel ø35 mm.
Mirror: optional (1/2 mirror or complete).
Floor: several non-slip floors or artificial stone choice.
Ceiling: points of LED light low use with automatic shutoff
in stainless steel.
Detector: light curtain 2D.
Operational panel: lateral stainless steel.

FLOOR

WALLS

CEILING

HANDRAIL

Oceano
Galaxy

Yellow and
St. Steel

Model 4

Silver St. Steel

COLLECTION

Deluxe

Santander
Lateral and front panels: several finishes in skinplate
wood.
Profiles and baseboard in stainless steel.
Handrails: one in stainless steel ø35 mm.
Mirror: optional (1/2 mirror or complete).
Floor: several non-slip floors or artificial stone choice.
Ceiling: points of LED light low use with automatic
shutoff in steel blue painted.
Detector: light curtain 2D.
Operational panel: lateral stainless steel.

FLOOR

WALLS

CEILING

HANDRAIL

Blanco
Arenal

Various
Blue

Model 7

Silver St. Steel
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COLLECTION

Nature
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Nature Collection
for nature lovers

Our nature collection offers comfort and quality in the
travels.
Feel in contact with nature with our nature collection.
Choose among our finishes available in skinplate wood
and let your imagination fly away.
If you can dream it, we can come it true.

COLLECTION

Nature

Avila
Lateral and front panels: several finishes in skinplate
wood.
Handrails: one in chrome steel ø35 mm.
Mirror: optional (1/2 mirror or complete).
Floor: several non-slip floors or artificial stone choice.
Ceiling: 1 point of LED light low use with automatic shutoff
in skinplate wood.
Detector: light curtain 2D.
Operational panel: lateral stainless steel or skynplate
F12PPS, black or white.
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FLOOR

WALLS

CEILING

HANDRAIL

Terracota

DL56SME

Model 2

Silver

Lar
Lateral and front panels: several finishes in skinplate
wood.
Profiles and baseboards in stainless steel.
Handrails: one in chrome steel ø35 mm.
Mirror: 1/2 Parsol mirror in the background wall.
Floor: several non-slip floors or artificial stone choice.
Ceiling: 4 points of LED light low use with automatic
shutoff.
Detector: light curtain 2D.
Operational panel: lateral stainless steel.

FLOOR

WALLS

CEILING

HANDRAIL

Terracota

DL56SME

Model 1

Silver

COLLECTION

Nature

Urano
Lateral and front panels: several finishes in skinplate
wood.
Profiles and baseboards in stainless steel.
Handrails: one in chrome steel ø35 mm.
Mirror: 1/2 Parsol mirror in the background wall.
Floor: several non-slip floors or artificial stone choice.
Ceiling: 4 points of LED light low use with automatic
shutoff.
Detector: light curtain 2D.
Operational panel: lateral stainless steel.

FLOOR

WALLS

CEILING

HANDRAIL

Terracota

DL41

Model 1

Silver

Vitoria
Lateral and front panels: several finishes in skinplate
wood.
Profiles and baseboards in stainless steel.
Handrails: one in chrome steel ø35 mm.
Mirror: optional (1/2 mirror or complete).
Floor: several non-slip floors or artificial stone choice.
Ceiling: points of LED light low use with automatic shutoff
in stainless steel.
Detector: light curtain 2D.
Operational panel: lateral stainless steel.

FLOOR

WALLS

CEILING

HANDRAIL

Negro
Noche

DL86

Model 8

Silver St. Steel
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SERIE

Steel

Steel Collection
for the most futuristic ones

If you are looking for modernity and your cabin shown as
the first day, our steel collection will give you the answer
to your needs.
Manufactured with the best quality stainless steel and
with multiple available finishes, your cabin will bright up
as the first day.

COLLECTION

Steel

Stainless Steel
Lateral and front panels: several finishes in stainless
steel and stainless steel satin or mirror.
Profiles: corners and baseboards: stainless stell.
Handrail: one in stainless steel.
Mirror: optional.
Floor: several non-slip floors or artificial stone choice.
Ceiling: points of LED light low use with automatic shutoff
in stainless steel.
Detector: light curtain 2D.
Operational panel: lateral or centered stainless steel.
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WALLS

FLOOR

CEILING

HANDRAIL

Mirror
St. Stee

Mortar

Model 1

Silver

Gold Stainless Steel
Lateral and front panels: several finishes in stainless
steel and stainless steel gold satin or mirror.
Profiles: corners and baseboards: gold stainless stell.
Handrail: one in gold stainless steel.
Mirror: optional.
Floor: several non-slip floors or artificial stone choice.
Ceiling: points of LED light low use with automatic shutoff
in gold stainless steel.
Detector: light curtain 2D.
Operational panel: lateral or centered gold stainless
steel.

WALLS

FLOOR

CEILING

HANDRAIL

Mirror Gold
St. Stee

Snow

Model 1

Gold

COLLECTION

Hospital
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Hospital Collection
to look after our

Sometimes a cabin with special dimensions may be
required; even, the travel can be done with a stretcher
and an accompanying person.
If you are in this situation, our hospital collection will
enable to find the best solution with the choice among
our cabin finishes, those travels can be the most pleasant
as possible.

COLLECTION

Hospital

Hospital Lift
Lateral and front panels: several finishes in skinplate.
Profiles, corners and baseboards: skinplaye F12PPS.
Handrail: three in chrome steel ø35 mm
Mirror: 1/2 Parsol mirror in the background wall.
Floors: several non-slip floors choice.
Ceiling: 8 point of LED light low use with automatic
shutoff.
Detector: light curtain 2D.
Operational panel: lateral or centered on skinplate
F12PPS, black or white.

FLOOR

WALLS

CEILING

HANDRAIL

Mercury

PPS27

Modelo 1

Silver

Hospital Lift
Lateral and front panels: stainless steel.
Profiles, corners and baseboards: stainless steel.
Handrail: three in stainless steel ø35 mm.
Mirror: 1/2 Parsol mirror in the background wall.
Floors: several non-slip floors choice.
Ceiling: 8 point of LED light low use with automatic
shutoff.
Detector: light curtain 2D.
Operational panel: lateral on stainless steel.

FLOOR

WALLS

CEILING

HANDRAIL

Damero

Stainless steel
Mirror

Modelo 1

Silver
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Components

T R A C T I O N E L E VAT O R

Mechanical Parts
Tenisng pulley and cable
sensor

Shaft
cables
Stop and light
pit button

Service / Check button
pannel

MRL control panel

End of run sensor
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Load weighing devices

Light courtain 2D

Magnetics detectors

Variable frequency
drive and support

Signal generator

Lock

T R A C T I O N E L E VAT O R

Hydraulic Parts

Blain valves group

Hydraulic pump unit

Piston head

Piston
with seal

Telescopic
piston

Submersible pump
motor

28
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O P E R AT O R S

Doors

BUS operators

Floor mechanism

Cabin operator

T R A C T I O N E L E VAT O R

Mechanical Parts
VVF synchronous
gearless motor machines

Guides

Geared machine VVF

Traction cable

Progresive parachute
system under the cabin
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Load weighing devices

Speed limiter

Speed limiter roller mechanism

Installations

Elevators
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Cargo lift and Platforms | Miniloads
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Structures
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Accessibility
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Accessibility
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Dealers

Offices
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Export Department:
C/ Baños de Montemayor, 5
28005 - Madrid. ESPAÑA
Tel.: +34 901 444 555

Maintenance Department:
C/ Pozuelo de Zarzón, 4-6
28005 - Madrid. ESPAÑA
Tel.: +34 91 517 27 00

Refurbishment Department:
C/ Julio Domingo, 35
28019 - Madrid ESPAÑA
Tel.: +34 91 460 22 01

Accessibility Department:
Plaza del Encuentro, 3
28030 - Madrid - ESPAÑA
Tel.: +34 91 517 97 36

Headquarters:
C/ Baños de Montemayor, 5
28005 - Madrid. ESPAÑA
Tel.: +34 91 517 27 00

Factory:
C/ Lugo 14
45220 Yeles Toledo - ESPAÑA
Tel.: +34 91 517 03 22

grupoexcelsior.com

